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Prepare to fight in a fully recreated Battle of the South Pacific
inspired by the theatre of WWII. In the wake of Japan's devastating
attack on Pearl Harbor, allied forces and aircraft under the newly
formed Allied Operations were pushed back and initially defeated
by the Japanese Armed Forces. The United States quickly returned
to their fight for freedom, but that's not to say that their fight with
Japan in 1942 was any easy. Sit down to die, ya American swine.
Mod features: - 30+ missions (random, unlocked, single-player,
946PP, 3.5GB) - 12 Japanese aircraft - 12 U.S. aircraft - 3 Japanese
naval guns - 3 U.S. naval guns - 7 Pacific islands (all from 1942) - 3
different maps (2 multiplayer maps, 1 single-player map) - 3
different vehicles (1 normal, 1 heavy, 1 light) - 3 different variants
for each vehicle - 11 special planes - 5 special guns - Customize
look - Customize the camera angle - Keep the last camera angle
You are a Japanese scout plane pilot and you are conducting
reconnaissance for the Japanese Navy. You must use your cunning
and crafty skills to not only avoid being shot down by US planes,
but also by the powerful Japanese warships. You will see how the
battle in the South Pacific turned and on the way you will see the
American side. Fight the Battle of Midway and the Battle of
Guadalcanal. For the first time in War Thunder, you can fly
premium Japanese aircraft from the Imperial Japanese Army Air
Force and Air Fleet 5 in its original version. After a successful flight
in the Battle of Midway, you will receive awards, new skills and
equipment. In cooperation with our partners – we offer you special
vehicles, equipment, paint jobs and special missions. About Gaijin
Entertainment Gaijin Entertainment, the developer of the War
Thunder arcade game series, strives to create an authentic
experience in military flight. War Thunder brings the thrill and
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danger of military aviation back into the gaming world. They have
also been working on the development of the TrueAchievements
War Thunder game module. Gaijin Entertainment is the publisher of
the full game War Thunder. It also functions as the developer of the
War Thunder MMO. The company is located in the heart of the
world's largest Flight Simulator producer, The Virtual Reality
Laboratory (VRLab) in the USA

The Stranger VR Features Key:
-High Performance.
-More Fun, detailed and diverse design.
-Large Extra Section with more 80 patterns.
-Simple to Learn and Fun!
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